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Ansrnacr

Subduction-induced magmatism produced a NW-SE-trending narrow aligtrnent of phonolite and nepheline Eachyle
intrusions in the eastern Trans-Pecos region of Texas and New Mexico, known as the Eastem Alkalic Belt @AB). This 400 km
by 20 km belt of mantle-derive4 low-volume, highly fractionated intrusions crosses the boundaries of two distinct basement
provinces, the Grenville and Ouachita fronts. Intrusions within this belt display little variation in major-element compositions
and isotopic ages (35 * 2 Ma). TVo distinct segments, labeled the NW and SE segnents, can be delineated based on changes
in chemical variation at the Grenville Front. Increased chemical variation also occurs within the lead isotope transition zone
@bTZ) of Jarnes & Henry (1993a" b) that is roughly coincident with the Ouachita Front In terms of the chemistry of the
EAB rocks, it is unclear if the PbTZ marks a distinct discontinuity in the basement. One tephrite intrusion is present in the SE
segment and is a possible representative of parental melts, These rocks show no evidence of significant modification by
subduction processes, nor of significant involvement with continental crust despite their genesis beneath thick continental crust
and high degrees of differentiation. The normalized trace-element diagram of the EAB tephrite has a pattem like that of an
ocean-island basalt (oIB), and it resembles patterns of the leucocratic EAB rocts. The chemical similarity to oIB is striking;
it persists despite extensive differentiation. Heterogeneities within the asthenospheric source of tie EAB are relatively minor
in the area studied.
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Sotr,ttr{erns

Un 6pisode de nagrnatisme 1i6 b un milieu de subduction est responsable de la formation d'une ceinture 6troite de massifs
intrusifs de phonolite et de trachyte n6ph6linique, orientfe de nord-ouest i sud-est dans la patie orientale de la r6gion
Trans-Pecos, au Texas et au Nouveau-Mexique. tr s'agit de la ceinture alcaline orientale, longue de 400 km sur une largeur de
20 km. Les venues de magma gls fortement fractionn6, en faibles volumes et issues du manteau, traversent deux provinces
g6ologiques distinctes, soit celle du Grenville et celle de I'Ouachita- Ces massifs intrusifs ne montrent aucune variation
inFortante dans leurs compositions en temes d'6l6ments majeurs ou dans leur dge (35 t 2 Ma). On reconnait toutefois deux
segments distincts, ceux du nord-ouest et du sud-es! n partir de variations en composition qui ont lieu au front du Grenville.
On voit aussi une augmentation de lhdtdrog6itd en composition i la zone de tansition dans les isotopes de plomb, d6crite par
James et Henry (1993a, b). 11 n'est pas clair si cette zone de transition, qui coihcide approximativement avec le front de
I'Ouachit& signale une discontinuit€ dans le socle. Un massif intrusif de tephdte a 6t6 repdr€ dans le segment du sud-est et
reprdsenterait peut-Ctre le maCma parental. Ces roches ne montrent aucun signe de modification importante attribuable d un
processus de subduction, ni dimplication importante de la cro0te continentale, malgtd leur point dorigine en dessous d'une
6paisse cro0te et leur degrd avanc6 de diffdrentiation. k bilan des concentrations normalis€es des 6l6ments traces dans la
tephrite de cette ceinture ressemble i ceux de basaltes d'fles oc6aniques, qui, i leur tour, ressemblent i ceux des roches
leucocrales de cette ceinture. La ressemblance de ces suites avec celles des lles oc6aniques est ftappante, et persiste malgr6 un
taux de fractionnement pouss6. I-es hdt€rogdndit6s de la source asthdnosph6rique semblent assez subtiles dans cette r6gion.

(Traduit par la Rddaction)

Mo*-cl6s: ign6, subvolcanique, alcalirq phonolite, trachyte, tephrite, 6l6ments traces, Texas.

'r hesent address: Geology Deparmenq Phelps Dodge Morencr,hc.,4521Highway 191, Morenci, Arizona 855u10, U.S.A.
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IunotucttoN

Alkaline magmatism in the Trans-Pecos Magmatic
Province (T"VP) of Texas and New Mexico has
produced a linear belt of intrusions that crosses at least
two major province boundaries in the basement @otter
1992). Within the TPMP, the Easrern Alkalic Belt
@AB) consists of at least 33 small intrusive bodies of
phonolite and nepheline trachyte, and one of tephrite,
that are irregularly dispersed in a belt more than
400 krn long but only about 20 km wide (Fig. 1). To
date, no study has examined the EAB as a complete
entity to determine the degree of chemical variation
present along strike within the belt.

This study concerns a portion ofthe belt that extends
from the Cornudas Mountains on the Texas - New
Mexico border, to just east of Big Bend National Park,
although silica-undersaturated intrusions extend
beyond the Rio Grande to the Gulf of Mexico coast
@loomfield & Cepeda-Davila 1973, Robin & Toumon
1978, Elias-Herrera et al. 1991\. The EAB rocks are
recognized as an extension of the Eastem Rocky
Mountains Front Alkalic Belt (Lindgren 1915).

It is impossible that the melts tapped a single magma
reservoir, yet major-element compositions of the EAB
intrusions show only slight variation along strike
within the belt (Barker 1987, Potter 1992, 1994), and
published radiometric ages fall in the narrow range of
35 x, 2 Ma (Barker et al. 1977, Henry & McDowell
1986, Henry et al. 1986, 1991, Lambert et al. 1988).

Processes and conditions that are expected to affect
chemical composition at any given point along the
trend are: initial composition of the source, degree of
partial melting, degrce and nature of fractionation,
magma mixing, contamination by assimilation in a
magma reservoir (in the lower crust or upper mantle),
contamination by assimilation at the point of emplace-
mento and post-emplacement alteration. The dominant
process controlling variation within an intrusion should
be fractional crystallization and, to a lesser degree,
contamination during and after emplacement. Magma
mixing could also cause variation within an inhusion,
but no evidence, such as resorption or reverse zoning,
has been observed in the EAB intrusions. Other
processes should contribute to variation between
intrusions, but not within inhusions.

Grolocrcer, Ssrm.{c

The TPMP of Texas and New Mexico consists of
silica-undersaturated to -oversaturated intrusive and
extrusive rocks of Tertiary age in NW-SE alignment.
The province is composed ofroughly parallel belts of
rocks with similar rock-types that grade from alkaline
felsic rocks in the northeast to more metaluminous
felsic rocks in the southwest" with mafic rocks
dispersed throughout. The timing and distribution of
Tertiary magmatism varied in response to a complex

sequence of stress reorientations that is well known
(Barker 1977, 1987, Walton & Henry 1979, Pice &
Henry 1984, Price et al. L986b,1987). These rocks
range in age from 48 to 16 Ma, with more felsic
material produced in the range of 37 to 26 Ma @arker
et al. 1977, McDowell 1979, Parker & McDowell
1979, Hertry & McDowell 1986, Henry et al. L986).
The southwest-to-northeast chemical gradation in the
igneous province in Mexico and Texas was demon-
strated by Barker (1979,1987), McDowell & Clabaugh
(1979) andHenry et al. (1991).

The TPMP parallels the inferred trench that
marked subduction of the Farallon Plate approximately
1000 km to the SW, and much of the magmatism was
certainly contemporaneous with Farallon subduction
that occurred over the interval lzF30Ma$lenry et al.
1991). The EAB rocks have chemical and lithologic
similarities to continental riftsn such as the Kenya Rift
@arker 1977). However, the alkaline magmatism was
not contemporaneous with melt production in the
nearby Rio Grande Rift (Barker 1979). Orientations of
dikes contemporaneous with EAB magmatism indicate
that the region was subjected to weak NE-SW
compression as Laramide confraction waned, as part of
the transition to back-arc extension (Price & Henry
1984, Barker 1987, James & Henry 1991). A com-
parison to rocls of ocean-island affinity was made by
Nelson & Nelson (1987) using limited trace-element
data.

The tectonic history of the Trans-Pecos region is
exceedingly complex, and is described in Muehlberger
& Dickerson (1989, general), Mosher (1993,
Precambrian), and Barker (1987) and Price et al. (L987,
Tertiary magmatism). Three distinct basement
provinces underlie the TPMP: (1) 1200 Ma and older
rocks of the Debaca Terrane northwest of the Grenville
Front (King & Flawn 1953, Denison & Hetheringlon
1969, Mosher 1993), (2) 1000 to 1330 Ma rocks of the
Llano Terrane southeast of the Grenville Front (Flawn
1956, King & Flawn 1953, Patchett & Ruiz 1987,
Walker 1992, Mosher 1993), and (3) rocks of "South
American affinities" south of the Ouachita Front (see
below).

The position of the Grenville Front is shown by
Reed (1993), as interpolated by Mosher (unpubl. data)
from outcrops, well data, and geophysical information;
it crosses the EAB trend at -130 km Gig. 1). The
Ouachita Front @lawn et al. 196l) crosses the trend at
-290krn. James & Henry (L993U b) located a zone of
transitional Pb isotopic values (the PbTZ) that is 20 to
30 km wide and is located about 10 km SE of the
Ouachita Front at -300 to 320 km along the trend.
They interpreted the PbTZ to be a basement dis-
continuity between less radiogenic North American
cratonic rocks of the Proterozoic Llano Terrane to the
northwest, and younger, more radiogenic Proterozoic
or Paleozoic South American crust and possibly
oceanic crust to the southeast that was accreted durins
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the Ouachita Orogeny. Evidence of a Paleozoic arc is
lacking in the Trans-Pecos; Handschy et al. (L987)
suggested that the Ouachita deformational event was a
result ofcompression from subduction to the southeast,
and Goetz & Dickerson (1985) suggested that the
basement southeast of the Ouachita Front may have
Nortl American af fi nities.

The Trans-Pecos region was covered by a broad,
shallow platrorrn that was stable tlrough much of the
Early Paleozoic. West Texas was repeatedly parti-
tioned into basins and basement-cored uplifts, in the
Late Pennsylvanian, Early Mesozoic, and Late
Mesozoic - Emly Tertiary (Laramide), with adjusr-
ments between blocks occurring each time. Plaform
carbonates were again deposited on uplifted basement
blocls during the Cretaceous, and the EAB inhusions
are hosted in either Permian or Crstaceous platronn
carbonates (except for intrusions within the Davis
Mountains, which are hosted by Tertiary volcanic
rocks).

ANelyncar Me'rHoos

To insure that chemical variation along the EAB is a
function of location and not interlaboratory variation,
previously published analytical results were used only
for elements and oxides considered not to be critical
(such as SiO2, Al2O3, F%Ort, FeO, H2O+, H2O-, COt,
or where additional sample material was not available.
Total iron as FqO3 (FqO:) is used to avoid the
possible changes in valence state of iron caused by
the vagaries of post-emplacement oxidation and
sample preparation. A detailed description ofanalltical
methods and precision for each element is found in
Pott€r (1996) and has been submitted to the Depository
of Unpublished Data (see below).

Samples were selected so as to cover the maximum
observed lange of compositions and petrographic
variation of phonolite and nepheline trachyte, and
analyzed samples were limited to rocls of silica-
undersaturated to -saturated compositions. Strongly
quartz-normative samples are assumed (a priori) n
have suffered crustal contamination and are notpart of
the study. The diversity of the sample suite was
restricled by the sampling biases in the pre-existing
samples, problems with land access, and by the fresh-
ness of material (scree on Alamo Mountain was fresher
than outcrop), and by my goal to sample ooat least one
of everything". Thus, only one sample was obtained for
analysis from certain intrusions, and the suite should
not be considered representative in the statistical sense.

Cmmcer, Va,manons

M aj or-elemcnt v ariation

The leucocratic EAB rocks exhibit very little
variation in major-element concentration owing to the

high degree of differentiation that the magmas have
undergone. Results of chemical analyses, CIPW
normative calculations, and selected graphs are
available from the Depository of Unpublished Dat4
CISTI. National Research Council of Canada Ottawa.
Ontario KIA 0S2. A subset of 13 samples with nearly
complete trace-element suites is listed in Table 1. The
names and location of all samples used are listed in
Appendix 1.

The majority of the samples used in this study are
fine-grained, porphyritic, shallow inausive rocks. To
facilitate comparison, samples have been classified in
terms of total alkalis versus srlica (IAS: Fig. 2)
using the IUGS chemical classification for fine-
gnined igneous rocks. All but four samples plot in
the phonolite and trachyte fields. Most rocls in the
trachyte field contain modal or normative
feldspathoids. Two coarse-grained samples from a
small plug in the Comudas Mountains plot in the
trachyandesite field and were named "augite syenite"
and later described as mugearite @arker et al. 1977,
Barker 1987). The name augite syenite will be retained,
based on historical precedence, content of mafic
minerals and grain size, and coincidence with the
approximate TAS coordinates of syenite. One inrusion
in the EAB trend is both suffrciently primitive and
alkaline to be considered a possible mafic precursor to
the phonolites. Two samples from it plot in the tephrite
field. The differences between phonolite and nepheline
trachyte are primarily those of definition, and separate
symbols are not used on the following graphs.
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1 2

1 0
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0
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FIc. 2. TAS classification of EAB leucocratic rocks aud
tephrite (Le Maitre 1989). Solid symbols represenr
leucocratic rocks (phonolite, trachlte, augite syenite);
open symbols represent tephrite. These symbols will be
retained in most of the following figures.
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TABLE I. REPRESENTATTVE CHEMICAL COMPOSMONS AND CIPW NORMS OF EAB
ROCKS

sample AI-II AS-5 DM-5 CD-7 SP-39 JSzl-l 87103 PP-122 EM-903 BM-904 BP-901 UP-907 MBH-904
Distance 0 7 18 26 65 94 183 25t 288 304 32t 323 338

siO2(%) 58.89 ss.ls 59.03 60.83 60.70 57.47 58.24 63.00 60.03 60.54 43.93 59.28 58.8?
TIOZ 0.17 1.s1 0. l l  o.22 0.08 1.45 0.13 0.51 0.37 0.13 3.79 O.Lz 0.22
Al2o3 18.43 18.41 17.81 17.62 17.68 17.1j  18.77 17.00 r i .29 16.65 15.99 16.60 t7.67
Fe2o3T 4.57 6.28 5.10 6.29 5.87 7.3s 6.07 4.48 5.48 4.98 12.59 4.58 6.40
Fe2o3 2.29 z.6s 4.40 2.99 5.73 3.02 4.65 1.50 3.63 3.55 2.86 3.26 6. tz
Feo 2.05 9.28 0.63 2.97 0.13 3.89 r .27 2.68 1.66 r .z9 8.75 0.45 0.2S
MnO 0.24 0.16 0.31 0.25 0,26 0.10 0.38 0.30 0.24 0.34 O.t1 0.31 0.20
MgO 0.10 1.96 0.13 0.37 o. i l  1.10 0.22 0.51 0.38 0.33 4.85 0.23 0.32
CaO 0.66 4.24 0.90 1.65 0.85 2.80 0.99 1.01 1.19 0.59 8.44 1.18 1.58
Na2O 9.33 5.01 8.28 6.7 |  8.75 6.25 8.90 7 .17 6.30 8.46 4.84 7 .27 6.41
Kzo 5. t7 4.44 5.15 5.21 4.97 5.77 5.09 4.89 5.66 4.4A 2.12 5.01 5.86
P2OS 0.07 0.72 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.44 0.05 0.16 0.10 0.02 0.99 0.01 0.16
H2O+ 1.35 A.76 1.92 1.20 1.02 0.85 0.58 1.27 2.21 2.35 1.43
HzG 0.0s 0.09 0.20 0.20 0.12 0.r4 0.r4 0.31 0,02 o. t4 0.38 0.18
coz 0.05 0.22 ni l  0.42 0.07 0.18 0.03 0.06 0.02 0.13 0.06 0.21 O.2r
Toral 98.84 99.36 98.90 100.71 100.52 100.45 98.86 99.50 98.46 96.51 99.15 96.66 99.49
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41  70  t t 7  7Z
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7t 352 14 3t7
34  14  1044  7 l
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708 2033 342 1650
106 556 44 463
50 20 522 73
3 5  9 6  7  6 0
2 .2  5 .9  r . 7  8 .4
1 6  5 1  7 . 0  4 1

5 .3  38  2 .6  28
9 .6  7 l  4 . 5  55
2 .4  21  1 .7  9 .8

137.6
233.7
76.8
9 .3

l . l 8
8.69
7.99
4.54
4.0s
0.49

' R

o.37

74.1
141
5 8
9 6
1 . 2

2.06
0.77
3.82
2.97

58.2 174.7 91.6 84,7 330.4 48.6 276.4
130.2 304.1 163.8 149.8 376.1 107.1 433.8
61.1 110.2 70.1 63.7 169.8 54.r  162.7
10.0 t4.3 10.8 8.6 25.0 10.6 2t .2
2.72 t .73 2.88 1.20 2.16 3.66 1.95
8.98 t3.61 9.59 8.45 20.26 9.39 t9.64
6.64 13.50 9.48 7.94 20.23 7.03 19.60
2.86 8.39 5.7t  4.56 t2.74 3.r9 12.51
2.OL 9.06 5.19 4.51 t2.47 2. t7 12.60
0.50 1.62 0.93 0.88 t .9 '7 0.21 1.99

a r
ab
g n

ne

30.54 26.24 30.42
39.11 39.39 44.s9

10.14
14.59 6.21 9.95
6.63 6.27
I  t (

1 .39
0.r7 4.20 0.68
2.33 L.24

o .12
2.49

0 .3 l

33.46 26.01
52.22 50.25
2 . 1 7
0.60 5.90

9.23

0 . 1 7
2.O5 0.66 10.60

r.72 5.92

12.55 29.62 34.65
16.79 50.99 46.86
t5 .62  z . t l
13 .10  3 .52  4 .02

3.57

o.49
0.4&
4.38
)  a \

1.04
0.06

99.51

9.32
o.46
t . 4 l

0.37 5.42
1 .22  3 .55

3.64 1.99 5.04 0.52 4.15 2. t l  0.81
o.25 0.97 0.7t  0.25 7.20 0.22 0.43

0 .16  0 .57  5 .56
0. t2 0.37 0.25 0.06 2.34 0.03 0.38
0 .18  0 .13  0 .14  0 .4 r  0 .07  0 .33  0 .32

98.83 98.86 96.97 96.60 96.93 93.95 97.90

ap

Total

NafK
Al (mol)

0 .17  1 .69
0 .33  0 . l l

97.63 98.73

0.1 I  0.50
l . 14  0 .80

0.41 0.07 0.14 0.05 0.30 0.14 0.48 0.48
0.96 1.07 r .00 0,95 t . l2 0.64 1.05 0.96

Conceftrations ia ilalics by G. K. Hoops from Barker er al (1977 ) ild Price ,et aL (1986a); CIPW norms calculated rdtbout calcite; cc' is
normative calcite. REE concenEatiotr by ICP-AES, except AS-5: Tb = 1.6 ppm by INAA. BP-901: Cr = 23 ppm, Ni = 35 ppm.
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Figure 3 shows variation of the EAB rocks in terrns
of major-element concentrations yersas distance along
the belt as measured from Alamo Mountain at the
northwestern end. Also plotted are the approximate
locations of the Grenville Front and the PbTZ. I have
chosen the Grenville Front as the dividing line between
fivo segments along the trend, NW and SE, on the basis
of chemical similarities.

FIc. 3. Major-element variation along strike. Positions of
Grenville Front (GD and PbTZ are indicated. Solid
symbols are leucocratic rocks (phonolite, trachyte, augite
syenite); open symbols are tephrite. Vertical bar
represents estimated error at position of bar.

Silica concentration (not recalculated on a volatile-
free basis) in the leucocratic rocks shows the greatest
variation in one group of intrusions in the NW
segment. Variation in the NW segment decreases to
the southeast. Samples with the lowest silica contents
(within an intrusion or grcup of inhusions, these
samples show the least amount of deuteric alteration
and leaching) at each point on the trend show
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increasing minimum SiO, to the soutleast. The
increase is gradual in the NW segmento and the
gradient increases at the Grenville Front as silica
concenfration increases toward about 320 km, where
silica begins to drop off sharply. The inflection at
320 km is roughly coincident with the PbTZ. Alumina
behaves in an antithetic manner.

The lack of systematic variation in C4 Mg, and total
iron (expressed as FqO) is exemplified by a plot of
CaO (Fig. 3c). Concentrations of these elements are
generally low or unsystematic nolthwest of the PbTZ,
whereas each shows a systematic increase with
distance to the southeast.

The variability of NqO and K2O (Figs. 3d-e) is
greatest in the NW segment. Sodium displays a grcater
range of variation within each intrusion, possibly due
to sodium loss or mobilization during subsolidus
vapor-phase crystallization or deuteric alteration. The
retention of sodium in late-stage liquids, and subse-
quent loss of sodium to vapor-phase or deuteric
alteration, have been suggested in the Cornudas
Mountains (Barker et al. 1977), and elsewhere in both
intrusive and extrusive peralkaline rocks. Variation of
these two oxides is generally antithetic, potentially the
result of the constant-sum effecto with relatively
constant potassium concentration due to the
'oorthoclase effecf' @ailey & Schairer 1964). Most

variation in the concentration ofthe alkatis is a direct
result of sodium loss (Barker et aI. 1977).However, the
molar ratio Na/K (Flg. 3f) shows a general southward
decrease in the SE segment; the width of the swath of
data within the SE segment is significantly smaller than
the total variation present in individual intrusions ofthe
NE segment. The cause of a southeastward decrease in
sodium concentration is unknown.

Figure 4 shows normative mineralogy projected into
the system NaAlSiO4 - KAlSiO4 - SiO2. The EAB rocks
fall on the trough connecting silica-undersaturated
and -saturated minima in the system, and most samples
cluster near the silica-saturated saddle on the under-
saturated side of the NaAlSi3Os-KAlSi3O8 thermal
divide. Barker et al. (1977) found that similar data for
alkaline rocks of the Diablo Plateau (the same samples
in some cases) plot on the saddle near the thermal
divide, with the distance from the pseudoternary mini-
mum the resirlt of subsequent loss of mobile sodium in
a late-stage vapor, or leaching by hydrothermal fluids
as discussed above.

The peralkalinity ofthese rocks is expressed by the
molar ratio (Na + K)/Al. Of 67 leucocratic sampleso
40 have values less than I (Iable I and deposited
documents). The maximum value of 1.2 is found in one
sample, that of the chilled margin from Sierra Prieta
(64 km). The next highest values are -1.13, found in

SiO2

NaAlSiO4

Frc. 4. EAB rocks pro-
jected into the syst€m
NaAlSiO -KAISiO4-
SiO2. Ternary under-
saturated minimum
(m) at I atm. from
Schairer (1950).(wt.%) KAISiO4
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the northwest Cornudas Mountains, the northern Davis
Mountains (180 to 188 km), and at Black Mesa
(3M km) in the PbTZ. The two samples of augite
syenite (7 lrn) are the only leucocratic rocks in which
this index is less than 0.85. The probable loss of
sodium from the intrusions, as discussed above, is the
likely cause of a lower-than-expected peralkaline index
for these rocks. The presence of modal aenigmatite,
arfvedsonite, and aegirine is strong evidence that these
rocks were peralkaline before alteration, in spite of the
low index of some samples.

N o rmali ze d e lement d.ia g rams

Normalized element diagrams, or spidergrams
(fhompson 1982), are presented here to draw specific
conclusions relating to mineral behavior and to
simplify subsequent discussion of the variation of
certain elements. Figure 5 shows the Black Peak
tephrite. It displays a relatively smooth concave-down
shape with a high plateau (not a peak) between
K and Ce. Slight and questionable positive anomalies
in P and Ti may be the result of accumulation of apatite
and titanian augite, both abundant in the rock. Plotted
with the tephrite ile average mid-ocean ridge basalt
(MORB), average ocean-island basalt (OIB), and
several published individual OIB patterns (Hofuann
1988, Fitton et al. L991, Thompson et al. 1984).\\e
patterns for OIB are a good match to the tepbrite,

except that the tephrite spidergram is smoother than
many published OIB pattems. The tepbrite is not
uniquely similar to OIB, having a pattem parallel to
that of other continental alkaline basic rocks
(fhompson et al. 1984), rift-related rocks from Kenya
(Macdonald & Upton 1993), average Basin and Range
basalts (Fitton et al. 1988), a Rio Grande Rift basanite
(Gibson et al. 1992), nephelinite and basanite from
western Germany (Wedepohl et al. 1994) and average
Cameroon line basalts (Fitton & Dunlop 1985).

kucocratic EAB rocks are plotted (Figs. 6a-0 with
the tephrite for reference. Data for Cs have been added
using a aellaalizing value of 0.017 (J.A. Wolff, pers.
comm.) and placed on the spidergrams according to
Sun (1980). Spidergrams of the leucocratic rocks are
grouped by location. All display a hump centered
between Rb and Ce. decreased levels of the middle
rare-earths, and a second hump at Z-IIf. The main
hump is roughly convex in all samples except for those
at the southeastern end of the NW segmetrt @ig. 6c)
and all samples southeast of the PbTZ (Frg. 60.
honounced negative anomalies for Ba Sr, P, and Ti
were first noted in the NW segment by Forsythe &
Nelson (1989) and can be directly related to compatible
behaviorby these elements (Thompson et al.1984).It
the EAB rocks, Sr, P, and Ba could be removed by
apatite, plagioclase and alkali feldspar, and Ti could be
removed as a component of titanian augite rather than
ilmenite. The Black Peak tepbrite contains abundant
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Frc. 5. Spidergrams of tephrite (BP-901), MORB average (Hofmann 1988), OIB average
(Fitton et al. 1988), and selected OIB localities (Ihompson et al. L984), normalized
to values suggested by Thompson (1982).
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apatite, plagioclase, titanian augite and titaniferous
magnetite. Regardless of which phases produced these
anomalies, Ba, Sr, P, and Ti clearly behaved as
compatible elements and should not be used in ratios
with other more demonstrably incompatible elements.
One pattern generally lacks these anomalies; the augite
syenile from the NW segment most closely resembles
that of the tephdte.

The roughly similar concentration of K in the
leucocratic rocls is the possible result of alkali feldspar
fractionation, leading to buffering of K by oocotectic

equilibria in Petogeny's Residua System" (Thompson
et al. 7984). As discussed above, most of the
leucocratic rocks project into the system NaAlSiOa -
KAISiO  - SiO2 on the cotectic near t}le silica-
saturated saddle. Concentration of K may be
constrained allernatively by the constant-sum effect,
and small differences in the normalized concenfration
of this major (4 to 6Vo) element may not be obvious on
a logarithmic scale (280 to 415).

Titanite phenocrysts are observed in several Eastem
Rocky Mountain alkaline suites, including the Chico
Sill Complex in northeastem New Mexico (Stobbe
L949), and the Rattlesnake Hills, Wyoming @ekarek
1977).Titznrte has not been reported in any EAB rock
as a phenocryst, and has been reported in the border
chill zones of two intrusions (Mayfield Valley and
Marble Canyon; Barker et ql. 1977,Pice et al. L986a)
in a relationship that suggests reaction with carbonate
wallrock. Titanite fractionation is therefore unlikely to
exert a major contol on the concentations of trace
elements in tle leucocratic rocks. The depletion of Ta
with respect to Nb as a direct result of titanite fraction-
ation is well documented (Wolff 1984, Green &
Pearson 1987, Weaver 1990). The normalized concen-
trations of Nb and Ta are subequal in most samples.
The presence of titanite in the fractionating assemblage
would cause a significant increase in M/Ta, which is
not observed.

Zircon is likewise interpreted to have had no role
in the fractionating assemblage. The increase in Z
solubility with increased alkalinity is well known
(Watson L979), and it is little surprise that no zircon
has been reported from EAB rocks. In place of
zircon are baddeleyite and a variety of complex
Z-silicates, such as eudialyte (cf Barker & Hodges
1977, Boggs 1985), that have been observed as
interstitial material in several of the phonolite speci-
mens, especially by using combined back-scatlered
electron (BSE) imaging and energy-dispersion
spectrometry @DS) with the electron probe. On the
spidergrams, the normalLed ratio SmZr. digcreases
dramatically in the leucocratic EAB rocks with
increasing overall concentrations of incompatible
elements. Thompson et al. (1984) interpreted this as
the result of removal of the middle rare-earths by
apatite or other phases, whereas Z was retained in the
liquid.

Several investigators @arker & Hodges 1977, Jones
& Peckett 1980, Duggan 1988, Pearce 1989, Wolff &
Toney 1993) have noted or discussed the incorporation
of Zr into pyroxene and amphibole in peralkaline
undersaturated rocks, in each case the probable result
of suppression of zircon precipitation due to increased
attatinity or buffering by a halogen-rich vapor phase
(cf Bailey & Macdonald 1975). Sample BM-904
(at 3M km) contains aegirine, the bulk of which has a
Z concentration of less thpn I q1./6 ZrO2. The grains
exhibit a thin outer zone on BSE images that
contains approximately 7.5 Vo Z.tO2. The presence of
measurable concenfrations of Zr n pyroxene implies
that the partition coefficient of Zr is not close tn zero,
yet the bulk of the Zr stayed in the liquid (or fluid) until
near the end of crystallization, as indicated by the
greatly concenfaled zone at the rim.

Conspicuously absent from the spidergrams are
significant negative anomalies at Nb and Ta (and
concurrent high LalNb) typical of subduction-related
(i.e., arc-related) melts, or those that contain compo-
nents of continental crust (Wood et al. 1979, Saunders
et al. 1980, Thompson 1982, Thompson et al. 1984,
Hofrnann 1988, Sun & McDonough 1989, Kelemen
et al, 1993). The tephrite has high incompatible-
element concenhations that are unlikely to be affected
significantly by contamination following generation of
the melt If the tephrite is typical of mafic parental
melts for these rocks, then the shape of spidergrams
sannef fs ussd to determine whether contamination has
occurred following generation of the melt. Conversely,
rocks that are trace-element-enriched should be good
candidates for assessing the degree of contamination
present in the source prior to melting. Lack of the
Nb-Ta troughs in EAB rocks suggests that subduction
inputs and continental crust have little, if any, role in
the EAB source.

RARS-EARTH EI.EMTTS

Figwe 7 shows chondrite-nomalized rare-earth-
element (REE) pattems for the EAB rocks grouped
geographically as in Figure 6. The leucocratic rocks
produce a concave-upward pattern with a strong
slope from the light to the middle rare-earttrs
Q,REE + MREE), negative Eu anomalies, and a
generally flat or slightly concave-upward pattern
between the MREE and heavy rare-earth elements
(HREE). The chondrite-normalized ratio Ce*/Yb,q
ranges from 8 to 18. The NW segment hosts samples
that are have the greatest Ce"/Y\ and greatest Eu
.anomalies @u/Eu* = Eun(Smrq Gdp)o's = 0.2),
primarily in the southern Cornudas Mountains
(Frg. 7b). Samples from the SE segment display
less variation in these REE parameters. Tephrite
(Fig.7e) displays a linear pattern with a slight
positive Eu anomaly and Ce,,/YbN ranges from
l2to 14.
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The variability in depth of the Eu trough may be
suggestive of differing amounts of plagioclase, alkali
feldspar or apatite fractionation, retention of Eu in the
source, or changes in oxygen fugacity. Because
the leucocratic intrusions have similar chemistry and
mineral suites, I suggest that significant variation in
intrinsic oxygen fugacity between intrusions is
unlikely. The absence of a significant Eu anomaly in
the tephrite and in three of the more primitive
leucocratic rocls suggests that tle anomalies are not
a result of Eu fractiomtion in the source durinp
melting.
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The depletion of MREE may be the result of one or
several contemporaneous processes. The scant
literature on partition coefficients f.or KEE in rocks of
comparable composition (Larsen 1979, Wdrner et al.
1983, Lemarchald et al. 1987, Weaver 1990) suggests
that partition coefficients for apatite, clinopyroxene,
aad amphibole are an order of magnitude gteater for
MREE compatedto the otherREE Moreover, apatite is
an order of maguitude more efncient at concentrating
REEthan clinopyroxene or amphibole, with Ksm o 100
in both cases. Of the possible minerals respotrsible for
concentration of MREE, clinopyroxene and amphibole
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are too inefftcient, althoirgh fractional crystallization of
clinopyroxene certainly contributed to Ihe MREE
depletion. The straight-line pattern of two of the
samples (at 2i7 and 94 km) suggests that apatite
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Frc. 6. Spidergrams ofleucocratic EAB rocks [normalized to values ofThompson (1982);
Cs value of 0.017 from J.A. Wolff, perr. comm.l. Thick line is tephdte, shown for
comparison @P-901, 321 lxn). Samples are listed by increasing distance from Alamo
Mountain. a. Northern Comudas Mountains Q - 12 km). b. Southern Cornudas
Mountains (18 - 27 km). c. Granite Mountain (43 km), Sierra hieta (65 km), Marble
Canyon dikes (94 km). d. Davis Mountains to Elephant Mountain (180 - 288 km).
e. PbTZ (3M - 323 km). f. South of. PbTZ (Black Hills, Dove Mountaia;
335 - 352 km). Unpublished REE datz for J82-100 and 892.A7 from C. Henry a:rd
D.F. Parker, respectively.

fractionation may play a less important role in
removing MREE at some localities, but apatite is
interpreted as the primary agent for MREE temoval
within ttre belt.
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FIc. 7. .REE concentrations, normalized to concentrations in
Samples BP-901 and BP-902 consist of tephrite.

Gmmnqr- VanranoN ALoNc SrRtrG

As viith the major elements, fractional crystal-
lization and postcrystallization processes can produce
dispersion within samFles from the same intrusion.
This results in ooswaths" of data along the trend.
Regional changes in chemistry commonly are subtle.
For most elements, the greatest variation occurs in the
southern part of the tren4 at the approximate location
of the PbTZ of James & Henry (1993a, b). The
variations of tace-element concentrations (Sc, V, Cuo
Zn, Rb, Sr, Y, Z, Nb, Ba Li, Cs, Hf, Tq Th, IJ) versus
strike distance are displayed in Data Repository
figures, and selected examples are shown in Figure 8.

Plots of concentration versus distance @g. 8)
produce similar patterns for several elements,
including Zn, Rb, Y, Z, Nb, Hf, Ta, Th, and U. Within
the NW segment, the variation of these elements is
described by significant variability and highest concen-
trations in the northwest, with variability decreasing to
the southeast and overall low concentrations at 94 km.
The 65-km samples produce a local anomaly with
higher concenfrations. The intrusions in the northem
Davis Mountains (180 to 188 km) are clearly different.
Systematic behavior resumes farther south in the SE

TTIE CANADIAN MINERALOGIST

La Ce Nd Sm Eu cd Tb Dy Er Yb Lu

chondrite (Anders & Grevesse 1989). Locations as for Figure 6.

segment, with the exception of the highly differentiated
intrusions at 304 and 323 km, and the tephdte, which
increase the variability at the approximate location of
the PbTZ. I interpret these patterns to depict the
behavior of shongly incompatible elements. Thompson
et al. (1984) suggested that, on the basis ofpublished
values available at the time. most of these elements
have partition coefficients that are significantly above
zero; the coherent increase in element concentations
over the OIB pattem is the result of the elements
having the same level of bulk partitioning. In their
opini6a, tle apparent total incompatibility (bulk
partition-coefficient = 0) of these elements is an
illusion. Combined BSE imaging and EDS examina-
tion have allowed the recognition of several exfremely
fine-grained phases that serve as host to large
quantities of otherwise incompatible elements within
the gtoundmass of several samples. Phases recognized
but not positively identified contain high concentra-
tions of Z (as described above), Nb, nEE, and Th.
Definitive identification of these mineral species is
difficult owing to their small size (at or below
analytical resolution of the elecffon beam), and low
abundance. J[s imFortant consideration here is that
these elements were concentrated in these phases

Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy
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during growdmass crystallization or later, and
therefore they were indeed incompatible.

Arrau aNo ATrILNS-EARTH Elrrrlmt.t.rs

The variations of Rb yersas Sr and Ba @igs. 9a, b)
display paftems consistent with compatible behavior
for the alkali earths and incompatible behavior for Rb.

i r
t00 200

km along strike

Ftc. 8. Variation in concentration of selected incompatible
trace elements along strike. Symbols as in Figure 3.

These are comparable with the essentially L-shaped
patterns produced by large degrees of crystal
fractionation in sitca-oversaturated magmas charac-
terized by a very high Rb/Sr ratio (Ilalliday et al.
1993). Less scatter is observed in the Rb versus Ba
plot. Direct connection between the tephrite and more
evolved rocks is not demonsftable, owing to the lack of
intermediate compositions. A plot of Sr versas Ba
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(Fig. 9c) suggests that the rocks that are highly
depleted in these alkaline earths were generally derived
from higher-Ba parents than the tephrite, with two
converging lines of descent: high Sr in the NW
segment, and low Sa high Ba in the SE segment.
A mafic parent with high Sr and relatively low Ba, like
the tepbrite, cannot account for all of the leucocratic
EAB rocks.

Figure l0 shows Rb/Sr versus localron; samples
from the Diablo Plateau have greater variation than
those from the Davis Mountains and south, with many
samples in the range 1 to 5. The tephdte has a Rb/Sr in
the range of 0.032 to 0.037. This is compatible with
values of the primitive mantleo in the range 0.029 to
0.037 (Wood et al. 1979, Taylor & Mct ennan 1985,
McDonough et al. 7992), with OIB values higher at
0.046. Some rocls in the NW segment have Rb/Sr < 1,
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Hc. 9. Variation of Rb, Sr, and Ba concentrations. Arrows in Figure 9c show possible lines
of descent from tephrite aad other possible parental melts.

with minimum values increasing systematically south-
ward to the end of the trend. All intrusions in the SE
segment have Rb/Sr > l. Maximum Rb/Sr is generally
uniform (-25) along the trend, even in incompatible-
elemenl-enriched intrusions, and it is substantially
lower than the values (100 to 10000) observed in some
highly evolved silica-oversahrated (rhyolitic) systems
(Ilalliday et al. L993). Lower minimum Rb/Sr in the
NW segment may be a result of better preservation of
less-evolved melts, greater contamination by host
carbonates, or contamination by a high-Sr, low-Rb
crust underlying the NW segment. The NW segment is
on a basement-cored uplift. The Central Basin
Pladorm, located 2 degrees to the East, has been
demonsfrated to be at least partially cored by mafic
intrusive complexes (Keller et al. L989). Mafic rocks
below the NW segment, if present, would provide a
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300

major source for Sr contamination that would not
increase silica contents. However, bulk contamination
by carbonate was minuscule, as indicated by low
concenfrations of Ca and Sr in all of the leucocratic
rocks. This information should be considered when
interpreting Sr isotope data.

Jones & Drake (1993) examined the behavior of Rb
and Cs in light of mass-balance considerations within
the Earth aud Moon. They concluded that Rb/Cs is
-80 in both MORB and OIB sources. whereas the
continental crust has a value of -25. McDonotgh et al.
(1994), in a review critical of Jones & Drake (1993),
stated that a major reservoir had been ignored, and that
ancient subducted crust, if properly accounted for,
could lower the mantle values significantly. Estimates
of Rb/Cs in the primitive mantle range from 20 to 45
(Wood er al. 1979, Sun 1980, Taylor & Mclennan
1985, Hofmann 1988, McDonough et al. L992).
Ieucocratic rocks within the EAB have Rb/Cs ranglng
from 30 to 150 (ignoring the extremely high and near-
detection-limit samples), with the ratio in tephrile
between 20 and22, which corresponds well to a value
of 19.8 in the primitive mantle Qlofinann 1988).
Variation of Rb/Cs along strike (Fig. 11a) shows a
constant decrease in the ratio toward the Grenville
Front in the NW segment. The values of the ratio
generally dscrease in rocks south of the Davis
Mountains, decreasing toward tle tephrite, and
increasing toward other roclis at the southem end of
the trend. The lowest Rb/Cs rocls of the northern
Davis Mountains could be construed as a continuatiou
of the southward decreasing trend. The greatest
variability is observed at the PbTZ, and no low values
are observed south of the P6TZ. If the ratio of a
presumably immobile high-field-strength element,

such as Th, against Cs is plotted against distance along
the belt @g. 11b), the pattern is similar to that of
Rb/Cs, but more pronounced.

Extreme sensitivity of Rb/Cs to loss of Cs has been
noted in processes that involve fluids, such as alteration
(Jones & Drake 1993) and subduction-related high-
gmde metamorphism. It is unclear whether the
variability in the ratio is due to alteration, crystal
fractionation, or some other process, and the means are
currently unavailable to resolve this problem. One
possible explanation is that the variation in Rb/Cs and
Tb./Cs can be related to the degree of partial melting of
a depleted source. Cesium is included in several
normalization schemes that have been proposed for the
construction of spidergrams. It is always the most
incompatible Qeft-most) of the elements, followed by
Rb and Th (Ba is ignored in this discussion owing to its
early removal by fractional crystallization). The
Thompson (1982) scheme does not include Cs, but the
normalization factor of 0.017 (J.A. Wolff, pers.
comm.) produces a smooth curve for average MORB
and OIB. Fitton & James (1986) demonstrated that
decreasing degrees of partial melting (SVo lo 0.lVo) of a
depleted source would lead to spidergrams that not
only show greater enrichment overall, but show gteater
curvature in their hump-shaped pattern. This will
"draw out'o the large-ion lithophile element (ULE) end
of the pattern and separale Cs from Th more than Cs
from Rb. Decreasing degrees of partial melting of the
same depleted source will result in increases in both
Rb/Cs and Th/Cs. If this analysis is correct, and if the
relative compatibility of these elements remains
unchanged during fractional crystallization, as is
indicated by the smoothness of the spidergrams, then
the patlsms observed in Figure 11 are most likely the
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result of decrease in the degree of partial melting to
the southeast in the NW segment, and a southeastward
increase of same in the SE sggment.

IIrcH-FrHl-SrnsNGTH ELETGNTS

Figure l2a shows Tb./U along strike. Rocks of the
NW segment show little variation, having an average
Tb/U of 3.4" whereas the maximum value is 4.4. South
of the Grenville Front, the minimum values in the
leucocrafic rocks increase slightly, and the total
variability increases substantially at the PbTZ. Tepbrite
has a lower rano (2.6 to 3.1). The chondritic value of
the ratio is 3.62 (Anden & Grevesse 1989). Values for
ohormalo' OIB averaged from several island complexes
range from 3.54 to 3.78, whereas two islands inter-
preted as derived from enriched @MI) mantle have
Th,/U of 4.50 to 4.86, just slightb higher (Y,Ieaver
1991). In the EAB rocks, tle ratio is grcatest in
samples with the highest Th concentrations. Figure 12b
displays concentrations of U versw Th. These two
elements show a sffong positive correlation up to the
highest concentration of Th, where U falls off. I
interpret this to be the probable result of oxidation of
U& to Utu and subsequent mobilization during deuteric
alteration.

Much has been made of Z/l.{b in basic rocks from
different tectonic settings (Pearce & Norry 1979"
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Basaltic Volcanism Study hoject 1981); the value of
the ratio changes from 40 in normal MORB, to 10 in
E-type MORB, to less than 10 in OIB rocks and rift
settings (Africa's Westem Rift: -2; Pearce & Norry
L979).T\e ratio shows little systematic variation with
location along the belt and ranges from 4 in the
northem Davis Mountainso to as much as 10 in dikes at
94 krn and atthePbTZ (Fig. 13a), whereas the ratio in
tephdte is 7.7. Figure 13b displays concentrations
of Nb yersas Z, which produces a strong positive
correlation and two distinct trends defined by the
samples with the highest concentration. Linear
regression of samples north and south of the Grenville
Front show that, within the scatter of the data the NW
segment has a higher average ZA.{b. Few of the
minerals present in EAB rocks are likely to alter Z/Nb
significantly during crystal fractionatioq those that
could are magnetite, ilrnenite, and biotite (Pearce &
Norry 1979, Weaver 1990).

Chondritic ZrlHf is approximately 36, the same as
most MORB and OIB (Anders & Grevesse 1989,
Dupuy er al. 1992). Saliers & Hart (1989) suggested
that this consistency is the result of melting in the field
of stability of garnet lherzolite. The average value
of ZrlHf (Frg. 14) in the EAB leucocratic rocks is 45
(48.8 in the tepbrite), comparable to OIB from the
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South Atlantic (Weaver 1990). The deviation from
chondritic values is best interpreted as a loss of Hf
relative to Zr, as seen in Figures 5 and 6. Dupuy et al.
(1992) Iisted basaltic rocks from intraplate ocean
islands and continental settings that have higher than
chondritic values of Z/Hf, which they interpret as the
result of heterogeneous mantle that is locally enriched
by carbonate metasomatism. These authors state that
"Z.rlllf may increase with differentiation in alkali
suites"; a fractional crystallization process may explain
the higher values observed locally within the belt
(Ftg. 14), but would not explain the high overall
average of 45 for ZrlHf.

Bau et al. (1994) suggested the incorporation of. Zr
in Mn-Fe nodules as a mechanism for enriching
Zr in ocean-floor sediments such that the Z/tIf is
approximately 100. However, this reservoir seems to
be volumetrically insignificant, considering that Zt
concentration in these nodules is 228 ppm on average,
This mechanism could explain a Zr enrichment, but
not the W depletion observed in some OIB and
continental alkaline rnagmas, and furthermore would
require that an oceanic sediment component be added
to the source.

The mobility of Z and otlrer ooimmobile" elements
in peralkaline systems has long been recognized
$'/e,aver et al. 1990, Vard & Williams-Jones 1993) and
has been demonstrated in silica-ovenaturated rocks of
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the EAB (F(ubn et al. 1993). The phonolite at 303 km
exhibits some of fle highest trace-element concentra-
tions of the suite. It also contains numerous miarolitic
cavities, which are generally penetated by bladed
crystals of aegirine. As discussed above, the
clinopyroxene at this locality has a rim with -75Vo

ZrO2.It was unclear during BSE inagrng whether the
grain exgminsd was actually surrounded by matrix or
by a soluble halide that is no longer extant, or whether
it grew in a cavity. It is possible that the outermost
Zr-ich zone is the result of crystallization from a
halogen-rich fluid and not melt. No evidence of
extensive fluid-rock reaction has been found in the
host rocks; contact aureoles are reported to be -1

meter to a few meters thick. The ability of lat€-stage
fluids to fractionate tff from Z is undocumented, but
this mechanism should be considered as one possible
control on ZlHf.

The lack of variation in M/Ta discussed above, is
highlighted in Figure 15, which shows a sfrong positive
correlation. Three samples, all from the northern Davis
Mountains intrusions, fall off the line, with higher
M values. The chondritic M/Ia value is 17.3 (Anders
& Grevesse 1989), approximately the same as the
average value of L6.6 x.2.6 (n = 46) obtained from
Figure 15.

RsLA,TrvE Ror.ss oF Lru{oSPHERE
AND ASTHENOSPHERE

Several models that explain the production of mafic
melts in southwestem North America rely on an
asthenospheric source for Basin and Range basalts and
melts derived east of the Rio Grande Rift @itton e/ aL
1988, I*at et a/. 1 9 8 8, Kemptor e t al. I 99 1, Thompson
et aL l99l, Gibson et aL L992) similar to a source
appropriate for ocean-island basalt. Other models
suggest that an enriched lithospheric component is
required to generate these intraplate alkaline melts
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(Perry et al. L987, McDonough 1990). Detailed
isotopic information, augmented by these trace-
element data, is required for a realistic examination of
the source of EAB melts, and for a discussion of origin
of the EAB melts, in light of defined sources in the
mantle, as was done by Zindler & Hart (1986) and Hart
(1988). A suite of Pb and Nd isotopic data has been
66tained with this goal in mind.

Figure 16 plots Th/Y yerszs Nb/Y and places the
EAB rocks with MORB and OIB as asthenosphere-
derived melts (Kempton et al. I99l). Also plotted are
the loci of average upper and lower crust, and fields for
Proterozoic supracrustal rocks and granulitic xenoliths
from the Geronimo Field (G) (Kempton et al. 1991).
Again, note that the EAB data tend away from crustal
data of all types, and plot in the field of oceanic
compositions. Without the isotopic information
required for discussion of multiple sources in the
mantle, it is reasonable to conclude that an
asthenospheric component is the primary, and perhaps
sole, progenitor of EAB rnagmas.

Sulauanv AND CoNcLUsIoNs

Phonolite and nepheline trachyte of the EAB
display monotonously nturow ranges of ages and
compositions in terms of major and selecled tace
elements along a belt more than 350 km long. What
little variation is present is related to segments: the NW
segment is underlain by Proterozoic rocks. The SE
segment begins at the Grenville Front, and the base-
ment is part of the Llano Terrane, which continues at
least to the Ouachita Front. Trace-element concentra-
tions and incompatible-element ratios change at the
Grenville Front and the PbTZ of James & Henry
(1993a, b) which is roughly coincident with
the Ouachita Front. Leucocratic rocks north of the
Grenville Front exhibit higher Rb/Sr and ZrA.{b values,
lower Th/U values, and geater variability in element
concentrations and ratios" which decreases toward thE

0 1@ 200 3@ 4@ 5@
Nb ppm

F\c. 15. Variation of Ta rerszs Nb concentrations.

boundary. Intrusions emplaced in the SE segment
exhibit more overall variability and less systematic
behavior in general. The greatest variability in most
elements and element ratios is found at the PbTZ. In
terms of the chemistry of the EAB rocks, it is unclear
whether thePbTZ marks a distinct discontinuity in the
basement, or whether it is simply the site of a slight
change in the degree of partial melting or differen-
tiation that is structurally controlled. Rocks of the
norftrern Davis Mountains show chemical behavior for
some high-field-strength elements (IIFSE) that is not
directly related to that of intrusions north or south
along the trend. A tephrite intrusion in the EAB trend
is a possible representative of the parental melt, but the
lack of intermediate compositions makes this a tenuous
connection, and possibly erroneous in fight ofvariation
among Rb, Sr, and Ba.

The normalized trace-element diagram of the EAB
tepbrite produced an OIB-like pattern, and this pattern
is parallel to those of the leucocratic EAB rocks.
Although subduction-related, these rocks show no
evidence of significant modification by subduction
processes, nor significant contamination by conti-
nental crust, despite their genesis beneatl thick
continental crust and high dggrees of differentiation.
The similarity to OIB is striking in light of consEaints
imFosed by incompatible elements, and it persists
despite extensive differentiation. Heterogeneities with-
in the asthenospheric EAB source are minor in the area
studied. Lower Rb/Sr values within the NW segment of
the EAB suggest minor contamination by a Sr-rich
reservoit, such as host carbonates or mafic crustal
material, if contamination occurred at all.

N b /
FIG. 16. ThlY versus Nb/Y for EAB rocks (after Kempton

et al.l99l). Field G: Geronimo crustal xenolitls. See text
for discussion.
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Compatible behavior by Ba, Sr, P, and Ti is
observed to varying degrees, produced by a
fractionating assemblage that likely contained
plagioclase, apatite, titanian augite, and alkali feldspar.
Zncon ard titanile had no significant roles in the
fractionating assemblage; MREE depletton was
the result of varying degrees of apatite fractionation.

Several elements exhibit incompatible behavior;
these include Rb, Y, 7n, Zr, Nb, IIf, Ta, Th, and U.
Whereas it is unlikely that the bulk partition
coefficients for these elements are near zero, they were
primarily rejected from the crystallizing solid until
crystallization of the last bit of liquid or fluid. This may
be the result of complexing with chloride- or fluoride-
rich fluids that did not escape by degassing, for
example. Elements with multiple valence states (e.9.,
U) may have been mobilized during deuteric alteration
relative to the more immobile HFSE (Th, Ta).
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APPENDX 1: SAMPLE NAMES, L@ATIONS, AND PREPARATION

Dlgtan€ Sample Prep lntrugionNamE Wlongttudo Nlaftude
KM

0.0 AL-li 18 Alamo Momtaln tosog8, g*@'
0.0 AL-10 tB
6.5 AS.5 18 plus tgsogg, 32ogs,

1 B
lBP DsrMountain 1o6o3t!, gmz
,IB
'tB

1BP plug iosogg'
1BP WrdMosrhln tosog'
lB SanAntmloMtn. losc3g,
IBP ChalfroldMomtah tosogo'
18 SbdeEn Moumaln 105034,
IBP Dog Mounlah 105031,

17.8 DM€ IBP
24.2 Mil-2 1B MlllsrMountaln to6qlo,
24.4 CD-7 lBP CanoDleblo io5o24,
27.4 MAY-18 lBP Mayfleldvall6y 1O5o2E
27.4 MAY€ lBP
27.4 MAY.4 lBP

tBP Granlts Mounialn
1BP Slena Pdsta jOSolO, g1og4'

64.8 SP-208 1B
64.8 SP-20F tB
64,8 SP-22 lBP
64.8 SP-28 1BP
64.8 SP€g tBP
94.1 J82-1@ 28 Marblecqnyon 104064, 01q26.
94.1 J82-1@ 28

28
3Pa Horssshoe Butts 1O4oC , W4Z
3Pa BrushyMountaln fi4@21, BOo41,
3Pa
3Pa BaldyMentaln p4o,2
3Pa EMuotloPeak io4%0,
48 PaleanoPeak i@o40,

250.6 PP-12, 4BP
255.4 RP-z 48 RangsrP@k 1ff1o43' go17
255.4 PP€58 4BP
25s.8 PP-156 4BP
256.3 PP-159 4BP Hunte/ooabtn
288.0 EM.S09 P ElephmtMountaln io3pgi.Z 30001.99',
288.0 EM.90A P
303.8 BM-901 P EaokMaa ig3o20.6, 29qf.7
303.8 BM-902 P
303.8 BM-904 P
309.6 Snr.3 58 SandagoPeak
317.9 YM.901 P YEtvl€sa
318.2 SP-901 P S@P€k
3t8.2 SP€03 P

58 (akaPutfoPsak)
59 Heai Mounlaln 193otg, 29q*,
5B

320.9 8P.901 P Bhck P€ak 1@W.T Ao&,2
920.9 BP-902 P
S2S.O UP-904 P uyum€d Popo Ranoh .f o8q2.32, 29o5i29,
323.0 UP-905 P t63ote.ge, Z9o51p3,
323.0 UP-9X| P i93oi2.g2 29081.11,
32s.0 UP-g)7 P to3o.12.29, 29o51.i6,
336.0 WBH-SI P W6tBlaakHil 169001.9 ,sio.4q.z
335.0 WBH-@7 P
335.0 WBH-908 P
338.4 MBH-901 P Mtddto Bhck H|L 162o59.6, 2w49.15'
338.4 MBH-9O[ P rO2o6s.o, 2gc.15.sa
338.4 MBH-905 P 102959.6, 2go4g.O5,
341.3 EBH-902 P Easl BlaakHlI 1O29S6.7i, 29048.S6,
352.3 DM-901 P DorcMounhh i02951.4, 2go4S.O
352,3 DM-902 P

Pnparcion: P: colected byPoder, pulp itr alu-i"s cerarnio ehdqboxbyPott€q B:
D.S. B!!&er chipsin$eEljaw crush€c* disk nill; BP: cbipe byD.S. Barker, ahmina
ccmic&me6or@PoneqPc D.F Pd&ftrin'ltC Sdobox. Re&reaoes: I Bskq
et al. QnD, sqryles ftom D.S. Ba*€q 2 Priae sr 4l 0986a), sanples ftom C.
Ilenty; 3 Cilb€d 09E9), saoples hon DJ. Porr<eq 4 Park{ (1970 and Padro
Q983), nmplos ftca DJ, Patr€r; 5 D.S. Barketr (ryubt data),

6.5 AS-2
7.7 DE.l
7.7 DE.4
7.7 DE-s
7.4 Z-2
8.6 WN-l1
9.5 SA-r2

12.O CH-t
| 6.5 18M-2
I7 .8  DM€

43.2 GM-l
64.8 6P.3

3Ao00
s?ouz
32000'
32000'
31qt5'
31%4'

31052
31o5,4'
31 052'

s4.t Ju-1
180.0 8S206
'183.8 89207
183.8 @208
184.8 892@
187.7 87't03
250.6 PP-3

30041'
30040'
3001g',

1Go25', 29050,
t(Fo20.5, 2jo4€.?
10P14.49' N522

318.2 P€
319.0 Hr-1
319.0 t-n-2


